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Annen, Tankei, Henjo,
and Monastic Discipline in the Tendai School:
The Background of the Futsu jubosatsukai koshaku1
Paul G ro n er

During the middle and late Heian period (eleventh and twelfth centuries),
monastic discipline in Japanese Buddhism declined drastically. Many monks
began to carry weapons and engage in armed warfare, frequently against
other monks of the same school.A number of sociological, political, and eco
nomic explanations have been offered for these events: for example, the in
flux of nobles into monasteries and their domination of top positions in the
monastic world, the need to defend the monasteries’ manors {shoen 莊園)，
and the breakdown of the Ritsuryo system which had governed ordinations.
Several scholars have suggested that changes in the interpretation of the
precepts may also have played an important role in making it easier for
monks to ignore monastic discipline. Both Takagi, a scholar of Nichiren 日蓮,
and Taga, the author of a biography of Eisai 栄 西 ，the monk traditionally
considered the founder of Rinzai Zen, have argued that the ninth century
Tendai scholar Annen’s 安 然 (9th century) text on the precepts and ordina
tions, the Futsu jubosatsukai koshaku 普 通 授 菩 薩 戒 広 釈 [Extensive expla
nation of the universal bodhisattva precepts ordinauon], contributed substan
tially to the decline in monastic discipline in the Tendai School.2
1The author wishes to express his appreciation to the Japan Foundation for the support he
received in 1982-83 which enabled him to do the basic research for this paper. The author has
discussed the doctrinal aspects of Annen，
s view of the precepts in “A study of Annen’s Futsu
jubosatsukai koshaku, i n the forthcoming Buddhist Apocrypha in East Asia and Tibet，Robert
Buswell,ed.
2 Taga (1965，
pp. 236-37) remarks that Annen’s treatment of the precepts are quoted in
almost all subsequent Tendai treatments of the Perfect-sudden precepts and argues that Annen，
s views could easily be interpreted to provide a doctrinal basis for breaking the precepts.
Takagi (1982, p. 55) maintains a similar position. Tonegawa (1985, p. 75-79) has described the
influence of Annen’s position on the precepts in several late Heian Tendai works.
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In this paper Annen’s biography is presented and analyzed in order to
determine some of the influences behind Annen’s permissive interpretation
of the precepts. In addition, the activities of several of Annen’s teachers, par
ticularly Tankei 湛契 and Henjo 遍 昭 ，are considered because of their in
fluence on Annen's position on the precepts. This study will provide the back
ground for subsequent research on the content of Annen’s Futsu jubosatsukai
koshaku (hereafter cited as the Futsu koshaku).
Annen's Early Years
Along with Ennin 円 仁 （
794-864) and Enchin 円 珍 （
814-889)，Annen is con
sidered to be one of the great masters of Tendai Esoteric Buddhism (taimitsu
台密）
. Tendai scholars such as Keiko 敬 光 （
1740-1795) considered him to be
one of the five most important figures in Tendai history, along with Saicho 取
澄 ，Ennin, Enchin, and Ryogen良 源 (912-985). He was said to have realized
the eighth stage on the bodhisattva path. Later Tendai monks conferred a
number of titles on mm to express their admiration.3 Unlike the other great
masters of the Japanese Tendai traaiuon，very little is known about Annen’s
life.4 He never traveled to China, was never appointed head (zasu 座 主 ）of
the Tenaai School, and never became the subject of literary legends (setsuwa
bungakxi 説 話 文 学 ）concerning his spiritual powers. However, his writings in
a variety of areas, particularly Esoteric Buddhism, are regarded as definitive
texts by the Tendai School. In order to evaluate his attitudes towards the
3For Keik6，
s list of the five most important figures in Japanese Tendai, see the Sange shoto
gakusoku, in Washio (1927, p. 12). For the belief that Annen had realized the eighth bod
hisattva stage see Sangoku denki (NS 1/1:338). In some texts, the title “Himitsu daishi” 秘密大
師was said to have been bestowed upon Annen by the Japanese court (BZ 2:252a). In addition,
the claim was made that he was awarded the title “Akaku daishi” 阿覚大師 while he was
stuaying in China (Washio 1927，
p. 12). However, this explanation is based upon the mistaken
belief that Annen studied in China. The title was undoubtedly devised by a later Tendai monk
who believed that Annen should have a title similar to those bestowed upon such figures as
Saicho (Dengyo daishi), Ennin (Jikaku daishi), and Enchin (Chisho daishi). The titles for
Saicho, Ennin, and Enchin were conferred posthumously by the court, whereas the title “Akaku
daishi” was used privately by Tendai monks.
Annen sometimes called himself “Godai’in” 五大院 {Soshitsuji daiho taijuki、
T. 75，
205a).
This appellation is usually interpreted as referring to the hall in which Annen was said to have
lived (Shijujoketsu, T. 75，
946a). The Godai’in is said to have been in the Gongendani 権現谷 of
Todo 東塔 on Mount Hiei. However, it has proven to be difficult to determine when Annen
resided there. Hashimoto has suggested that Annen might have used Godai’in as a style or pen
name and that it might not have referred to an actual place at the time Annen lived (1918, pp.
49-50).
4 Despite Annen，
s important position in the history of Japanese Tendai, traditional
biographical sources, such as the various collections of biographies of eminent monks, include
little more information than a list of Annen’s works. The pioneering work on Armen’s
biography was done by Hashimoto (1918). Also, see Inada (1979, pp. 8-24), Shimizutani (1972,
pp. 231-51), and Oyama (1979,1，pp. 497-515). In addition, NS 1/1:254-352 includes many of
the primary sources for the biographies of both Annen and Henjo.
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precepts, it is important that the available facts about Annen’s biography be
presented and analyzed for insights concerning his positions.
Modern scholars generally agree that he was born in 841.5In his own writ
ings Annen notes that he was from the same clan as Saicho; but in later
sources this fact is ignored and he is said to be from several different clans.6
Annen's Teachers: Ennin and Enchin
Annen was ordained as a Tendai monk when he was nineteen years old and
may have spent at least the next twelve years on Mount Hiei in accordance
with the regulations for Tendai monks formulated by Saicho (766-822). An
nen studied under Ennin for several years; however, Ennin died when Annen
was only twenty-four years old, before Annen could receive any of the more
advanced Esoteric initiations (kanjo 灌 頂 ）
. Virtually no details about Annen，
s studies during this time are known, but Annen probably studied some
Esoteric Buddhism with Ennin.
Virtually nothing is known of Annen's activities for the next ten years.
However, according to the Tendai zasuki 天台座主音己(Shibuya 19フ
3，pp.
Zl-z2)), a monk named Annen was summoned along with monks rrom other
schools to participate in lectures on the Tsui-sheng-wang ching 最勝王経
(Suvarnaprdbhasa Sutra) at court in 868. If the person referred to in the
Tendai zasuki is identical to the author of the Futsu koshaku yit would suggest
that ms promise was recognized early, since he woula have been only twentyeight years old at this time. Most of the other monks listed were much older
than Annen. In addition, he is called “chaplain” (naigu 内 供 ）in the docu
ment citea in the Tendai zasuki, suggesting that he had been appointed as a
monk to serve in court. If Annen was ordained when he was nineteen and ap
peared at court when he was twenty-eight, he could not have remained on
Mount Hiei without venturing outside the Tendai monastery’s boundaries for
twelve years as Saicho had required in the Hachijdshiki 八 条 式 (Groner 1984,
p. 134). The “Aimen” referred to in this document may well be another
monk with the same name as the author of the Futsu koshaku. According to
J Annen’s birth date is based on the document containing his appointment to the position
to Master of Esoteric Buddhism (denbo ajari) which notes that in 884 Annen was thirty-four
years old and had twenty-six years of seniority as a monk. Since monks were not ordained at
the age of eight, scholars have usually corrected the document to read forty-four years old in
accordance with a collation note (R uijii sandaikyaku, KT 25:100). Annen would thus have been
bom in 841. Several other references to a monk named Annen who would have been bom ap
proximately thirty years earlier can be found in sources such as the Eigaku yoki, (Shimizutani,
1972, pp. 252-54) and Hashimoto (1981, pp. 74-80) have argued convincingly that these docu
ments must refer to another monk named Annen.
6In the Kydji soron, Annen mentions that as a layman he was a descendant of Saicho and
that as a monk he was a disciple of Ennin (T. 75，
369a). At least four places are mentioned as
his birthplace; however, the most likely place is Omi since Saich6’s family was from Omi
(Oyama 1979’ p. 498).
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most modern biographies of Annen, he underwent the twelve-year training
period on Mount Hiei. However, no substantial proof for this supposition ex
ists. Hiraoka (1981, p. 475) has suggested that by 872 Tendai monks had
begun to break the ban on leaving Mount Hiei during the twelve-year train
ing period.
Annen regarded Ennin’s teachings as particularly valuable even though he
had only been able to study under him for a few years before his death. In the
Kydji soron 教 時 争 論 he stated that he was a disciple of Ennin (T. 75，369a).
Annen’s writings on doctrine were often based on Ennin’s positions although
Annen was not hesitant to add his own views. Annen seems to have received
little training from Ennin in Esoteric Buddhism. Although Annen later re
ceived Esoteric initiations from direct disciples of Ennin such as D6kai道 海 ，
Ch5i 長 意 ，and Tankei, Annen seems to have been disturbed that he had not
received advanced Esoteric initiations directly from Ennin. Annen later
described several dreams in wliich Ennin appeared to him and taught him
mudras or dharanis connected with the Womb-realm {taizokai 胎蔵 界 ）tradition. He noted that after one dream, he had participated in an Esoteric initia
tion with HenjO and ascertained that the mudra he had seem in the dream
was indeed correct, but that the dharani he had heara in the dream differed
from that which Henjo had conferred {Taizokai daiho taijuki, ND 81:366a;
82:60b-61a).7
Annen was also familiar with Enchin’s teachings and had studied directly
under him although the contents of these studies are problematic (Kiuchi
1977，p. 542). Enchin was the head (zasu) of the Tendai School for twentythree years, a period which encompassed many of Annen’s most productive
years. Although Annen and Enchin seem to have respected each other, in
dications of friction between them are found in a number of sources. For ex
ample, Annen barely mentions Enchin’s positions in some of his texts (Kiuchi
1977，p. 543). Annen recorded that he had a dream in which Ennin appeared
and criticized one of Enchin^ mudras as being “very ugly” (Mizukami 1981,
pp. 117-19). In addition, Enchin is said to have taken to the seventh fascicle
of Annen’s Gushi kanjo 具支灌 頂 and burned it because he disapproved of
it.8 Although Annen did not openly criticize Encmn，the evidence suggests
7 Annen seems to have been very interested in these dreams. He notes that his teacher
Henjo studied with Ennin，
s disciple Anne because of a dream in which Ennin stated that he
should do so, even though other sources state that Ennin directed Anne to teach Henjo in his
will (ND 81:335b).
8 According to a passage in the Jizai kongdshu (BZ 34:26) compiled late in the eighteenth
century, when Annen was writing his ten-fascicle Taizd gushi kanjoki (T. no. 2393)，several
problems of interpretation arose when he came to the seventh fascicle. He showed it to Enchin
to ask his opinion. However, the fascicle was burnt by Enchin because he believed that Annen’s
writings about Esoteric teachings might fall into the wrong hands. Annen was concerned that if
the Esoteric traditions were not recorded, they might be lost forever, and thus wrote the
Dainichikyd kuyd jiju fudd (T. no. 2394) which supplements the Taizd gushi kanjoki. An earlier
but less detailed description of these events is found in a note at the end of the sixth fascicle of
the Taizd gushi kanjoki (T. 75, 280b) which is based on a passage in the Shijujoketsu (T. 75,
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that the two men were not on the best of terms.
Enchin and Annen differed in their attitudes towards the precepts. Annen
argued that literal adherence to the precepts was much less important than a
monk’s attitudes towards them. In contrast, Enchin was interested in tighten
ing the rules concerning monastic discipline. He studied the Ssu-fen W 四分
律 {Dharmaguptaka vinaya) precepts in China with Ts’un-shin 存式 and col
lected approximately sixty works on the precepts during his stay in China.9
Since Saicho had rejected the Ssu-fen lii precepts as “HTnaySna，
” Enchm，
s in
terest in them may seem surprising; however, Enchin seems to have hoped to
use at least some of the interpretations from the Ssu-fen lii to supplement the
Fan-wang 梵網 precepts which were in use on Mount Hiei. Since the Fanwang precepts were presented only in a very terse and summary fashion in
the Fan-wang ching 梵 網 経 ，further explanations of the precepts were neces
sary. In his notes to a Tendai ordination manual attributed to Saicho, Enchin
noted that candidates for ordination should be required to be at least twenty
years old，have their parents，permission to be ordained, and have their robes
and begging bowls prepared before the ordination, all procedures which were
based on the Ssu-fen lii (D D Z 1:319-21). However, Enchin did not intend to
revive the practice of having Tendai monks receive Ssu-fen lii ordinations.
During the twenty-three years Enchin served as zasu on Mount Hiei, he
tried to make the procedures concerning ordinations stricter, adopting a
number of procedures from the Ssu-fen lii. Several times during his tenure he
complained that Tendai monks ignored the precepts, failed to observe such
basic rituals as the fortnightly assembly (fusatsu 布 薩 ）
，wore expensive robes,
and kept horses on Mount Hiei so that they could travel down the mountain
to Kyoto more easily.10 To Annen, many of these complaints must have
seemed trivial, particularly during the latter years of his life when he was
serving at temples in Kyoto and was working closely with Henjo and involved
with the Tenaai Buddhism connected with the court.
Annen’s name is mentioned in some lineages from the Shingon 真言
School; however, it is unclear whether the monk mentioned in these lineages
is identical with the Annen of the Tendai School. Evidence that Annen
946a) by Choen 長 宴 (1016-1081). Some scholars have suggested that either all or only the
seventh fascicle of the Dainichikyo kuyo jiju fudd may correspond to the missing fascicle of the
Taizd gushi kanjoki (Ono 1964, 7, p. 390 and 2, p. 173). Although the authenticity of the story is
difficult to determine, it does agree with the other indications of the difficult relations between
Annen and Enchin.
9 Seita (1980, pp. 226-30) has compiled a list of the texts on the precepts included in the
bibliographies of works brought back from China by Tendai monks from Saicho through En
chin. The list reveals that most Tendai monks brought back at least a few texts concerning the
Ssu-fen lii precepts and that Enchin displayed a surprising interest in works on the Ssu-fen lii.
10 Four regulations for Mount Hiei by Enchin are found in the Sandai jitsuroku (KT
4:188-89). In 888, at the end of a commentary on the P'u-hsien kuan ching, he complained bit
terly about the behavior of the monks on Mount Hiei (BZ 26:112).
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received Esoteric initiations from Shingon School sources is not found in Annen?s writings. However, Annen did obtain and study the major texts of the
Shingon School and at times made trenchant criticisms of them. For example,
his criticism of Kfikai’s 空 海 hierarchical classification of Buddhist doctrine
according to ten stages of mind (jujushin 十住 ノ
已
、) became the focus of a
number of doctrinal controversies between the Tendai and Shingon Schools.
In addition, Annen studied the Esoteric Sanskriuc syllabary which Kukai had
brought back from China (Hashimoto 1918 3/10，
p. 48).11
Annen's Teacher Tankei
Among Annen’s most important teachers was Tankei (817-880). Although
the name of Tankei’s father is not known, Tankei apparently was born into a
noble fam ily.12 He was ordained at an early age and studied Esoteric
Buddhism at Enryaku-ji延暦寺 where he received a number of special teach
ings from Ennin not given to other students (Hashimoto 1912，p. 4). When
Tankei was approximately forty, he was invited to the crown prince’s (later
the emperor Seiwa [850-880; r. 858—876]) quarters to perform a prayer ser
vice. Since the crown prince was the Chancellor Fujiwara no Yoshifusa’s 藤原
良房（
807—872) grandson, Tankei probably went to Yoshifusa’s residence to
perform the ceremony. While he was there he met and began an affair with
the prince's wet nurse (menoto 乳 母 ）
. When the affair was discovered,
Tankei was defrocked by Yoshifusa. Because of Tankei’s prominence as a
master of Esoteric Buddhism, the monks on Hiei bitterly resented the chan
cellor^ action {Sandai jitsuroku, KT 4:483; Meisho ryakuden，GR 4:505).13
Tankei’s name was changed to Takamuko no Kimisuke 闻 向 公 輔 . Even
though Yoshifusa had been responsible for defrocking Tankei, Yoshifusa felt
that Tankei was such a learned and talented man that he should serve at
court (Mabuchi 1976，pp. 535-39). Yoshifusa and Tankei apparently had
close relations. In honor of Yoshifusa’s sixtieth birthday, Ennin was invited to
his residence to confer initiations (kanjo) on Yoshifusa and his supporters at
court. That day Ennin conferred initiations and the sanmaya 三昧耶 precepts
on over one-hundred forty nobles of the third rank or above and over sixty
11 Although Annen did not receive Esoteric initiations from Shingon monks, he did obtain
records written by Shingon monks such as ShGei 宗數 and Eun 霖 運 ぬ ' daiho taijuki ND
81:336b). Also see Chart 4 of this study for Annen’s shittan lineages. Although Annen referred
to the Tendai esoteric tradition as the Shingon School at times, for the sake of clarity the term
“Shingon School” is used in this paper to refer only to the school founded by Kukai.
12 Tankei’s story seems to have been well known and is found in many texts. See
Hashimoto (1912, p. 1-13) and Saeki (1986, pp. 292-94). Although Tankei wrote several works
on Esoteric Buddhism，they have not survived.
13 The wet nurse and her husband sometimes wielded great power because of their access
to the crown prince or emperor. Thus Tankei’s affair may have had political implications that
led to his laicization, but the available information is not sufficient to determine whether this
was the case.
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court functionaries of lower ranks. However, since the chancellor Yoshifusa
himself was indisposed, Tankei represented the chancellor in a special fivevase (gobyo 五 瓶 ）
14initiation conferred by Ennin (Honda 1963, p p .143-44).
Tankei rose steadily in court circles and worked at court in a variety of
capacities. After he was defrocked, he probably served in the crown prince’s
quarters. When the crown prince became emperor in 858，he served the
empress dowager. In approximately 877 he was appointed provisional gov
ernor of Sanuki province and awarded the junior grade of the fourth rank.
He had two sons, one of whom became a monk but died early. The other
served at court. Even after Tankei was defrocked, he was still famous as a
master of Esoteric Buddmsm. According to a story found in the Konjaku
monogatarishu, even after he was laicized Tankei was the only person who
could properly arrange the Buddhist images at the Gokuraku-ji temple
(Mabuchi 1976, 24，pp. 538-39). Between 877 and 880, Annen received a
number oi important Esoteric transmissions from Tankei, primarily in the
areas of Esoteric ritual and the Sanskritic alphabet usea in Japanese Esoteric
Buddhism {shittan 悉 曇 ) . However, these studies ended with Tankei’s death
in 880.
Tankei’s story may indicate that the precepts were sufficiently respected
by the court that flagrant \iolation of one of the major precepts might result
in a monk being defrocked. The reaction of the Tendai monks to Tankei’s
laicization and Tankei’s continued status as a respected teacher of Esoteric
Buddhism suggest that the Tendai monks were not seriously concerned by
Tankei's violation of the precepts. Althougft it is difficult to determine how
seriously monks on Mount Hiei observed the precept prohibiting sexual in
tercourse during Annen’s lifetime, Japanese monks who were Annen's con
temporaries sometimes did not take the precepts concerning celibacy very
seriously.15 Confession ceremonies and Esoteric rites may have been
regarded as being more than equal to the task of absolving a person who had
violated the precepts from the karmic consequences of his action.
Two years after Tankei’s death, Annen wrote his major work on the
precepts, the Futsu koshaku. Although Annen never stated that his permis
14 The five vases represent the five types of wisdom of a Buddha.
15 It is difficult to judge the strictness with which the precepts concerning sexual inter
course were observed by Tendai monks during Annen’s lifetime. Although from the beginning
of Japanese Buddhism it was probably not unheard of for monks to have mistresses, blatant
violations of this precept are not mentioned very often in the genres of literature written during
Annen’s lifetime, A search of historical sources compiled in the early and middle Heian periods
reveals few instances in which monks were punished for sexual offenses by being defrocked.
Literary sources such as the Nihon rydildy Kojidati^ and the Konjaku monogatarishu record in
stances of monks living with women without any comment about breaking the precepts. By the
end of the Heian period, restrictions on sexual intercourse were often ignored. See Ishida
(1981, pp. 424-39), for a detailed discussion of sex and Japanese monks.
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sive views concerning the violation of the precepts were directly influenced by
Tankei’s plight, many positions taken by Annen in the Futsu koshaku are con
sistent with Annen’s respect for this teacher of Esoteric Buddhism who had
broken the precepts and been forced to return to lay life. In writing the Futsu
koshaku, Annen argued that violations of the precepts should be considered
in the context of the person’s whole life, that adherence to the precepts was
an expedient for teaching others about Buddhism, and that the precepts
could be violated for certain reasons, such as out of compassion for sentient
beings.
Annen's Plans to Study in China
Annen wrote that in 877, when he was thirty-six years old, he received a vari
ety of Esoteric teachings in preparation for a trip to China to study.16 The
possibility of studying in China gave Annen the opportunity to receive initia
tions which he otherwise might not have been granted for many years. In fact,
he received several versions of the same initiation from different teachers.
For example, in the space of two months in 876, he received Womb-realm
{taizokai) initiations from three of Ennin’s students: Dokai, Choi, and Tankei
(ND 81:335b). Annen noted that he also received major {daiho 大 法 )
Esoteric initiations from different teachers for the Diamond-realm (kongokai
金 剛 界 ）and Soshitsuji 蘇悉地 traditions. He also studied the Sanskritic syl
labary (shittan) used in Esoteric Buddhism from three teachers. These are
diagrammed in Charts 1-4.17 A t least four different Esoteric lineages were
present in the Tendai Esoteric tradition at that tim e:(1 )lineages beginning
with Saicho as the first Japanese master, (2 )lineages beginning with Ennin as
the first Japanese master, (3 )lineages beginning with Enchin as the first Jap
anese master, and (4 )lineages focussing on Henjo who had received initia
tions from both Ennin’s disciple, Anne, and Enchin and had probably
adopted his own position in a number of instances. Annen’s Esoteric initia
tions were from disciples of Ennin during the period around 876-880; how16 Taizokai daiho taijuki, ND 81:335b and 82:59a. Hashimoto (1918，
3/10, p. 86) has argued
that the correct date should be one year later.
17 The lineages are based on Hashimoto (1918，
4/11，
p. 42) and Kojima (1979，
p. 40). The
charts are based on statements scattered throughout Annen works especially the Taizokai
daiho taijuki, the Kongokai daiho taijuki, and the Shittanzo, as well as traditional Tendai lineage
charts (see NS 1/1:298-301). Questions have been raised recently concerning the Soshitsuji
lineage from Henjo by Kiuchi (1973，
pp. 762-63) and Mizukami (1982, pp. 163-66). Enchin ap
parently studied the Soshitsuji teachings in China, but may not have actually received a
Soshitsuji initiation. If this is the case, he could not have conferred a Soshitsuji initiation on
Henjo. Some of the ambiguity arose from the similarity between the Soshitsuji initiation and
the Sanshu shitsuji initiation which Saicho received from Shun-hsiao in China. See the discus
sion of Saicho's studies in China in Groner (1984，
pp. 52-61). The similarity between the terms
“sanbu” (three Taimitsu transmissions) and “sanshu shitsuji” (three attainments) which Saicho
had received in China also contributed to the confusion: see Kiuchi (1984, pp. 350-55).
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ever, in 882 and 884, he received advanced initiations from Henjo, who had
studied under both Ennin and Enchin.

Lineage Charts

Ennin
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I
Dokai Henjo

Henjo

Annen

Annen

1. Kongokai Lineages
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1
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宝月
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1
San'en
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Ennin
i
i
Tankei Anne

苄延

3. Soshitsuji Lineages

1
Saisen
1

1
Choi

」
1
Annen

1

4. Shittan Lineages

Annen apparently hoped to unify the variant taimitsu teachings that were
circulating in Japan at this time by receiving initiations from a number of dif
ferent Japanese teachers and then verifying their validity with Chinese
teachers. Annen’s comments in his works on the differences between the var
ious Esoteric transmissions provide modern scholars with a view of the vari
ous Esoteric traditions which were circulating in Japan in the ninth century.
Traditional Tendai scholars have waged a long debate about whether
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Annen ever studied in China like the other masters of Tendai Esoteric
Buddhism with whom he is often compared, Ennin and Enchin. Besides
Annen, three other Tendai monks, Saisen 斎 證 ，Gensho 玄 昭 ，and Kankei
観淡 , planned to travel to China to study in 877. The group was probably led
by Zaisen who had been given the rank of Dento daihosshii伝 灯 大法 師位 by
the court.1。The group received government support for their trip and was
given gold for offerings to Manju^ri on Mount Wu-fai. The four monks went
to Dazaifu in order to find a merchant snip to take them to China; however,
all but Zaisen were suspicious about the ship which they were to board and
returned to Mount Hiei. Zaisen boarded the ship, but it was in fact a pirate
ship and Zaisen probably died at sea {Meisho ryakuden, GR 4:489). Zaisen
was criticized by Enchin as having been motivated more by the desire for
fame than by the need to study Buddhism (Chisho Daishiden，B Z 28:1377a).
The group’s plans thus ended in raiiure. Although some later Tendai scholars
claimed that Annen did eventually travel to China, no mention of actual
studies or travels in China is made anywhere in his works.19
The failure of Annen’s plans to go to China was probably the Tendai
School’s gain since Annen devoted much of the rest of his life to systematiz
ing taimitsu rather than to propagating whatever teacmngs he might have
received in China. The period was also important to Annen since his impend
ing trip to China had given mm a reason to ask for，and receive, a variety of
Esoteric initiations from Japanese masters. Otherwise Annen might have had
to wait a much longer time before receiving Esoteric initiations from so many
masters. His studies during this time gave him an invaluable basis for his
later works on taimitsu.
Annen and Henjo
In 884, two years after he wrote the Futsu koshaku, Annen received advanced
Esoteric initiations (denbo kanjo 伝 法 灌 頂 ）from Henjo (817-890) and was
appointed a Master of Esoteric Buddhism (denbo ajari 伝法阿閣 梨 ）to serve
as the instructor of Henjo's students at the Gangyo-ji 元慶寺 temple (Ruiju
sandaikyaku, KT 25:99-100).20Yuishu 維 首 （
825-893)，who would later serve
18 Annen held the lesser rank of Dento m an’i 伝 K
‘ J满 位 . Zaisen, Gensho, and Annen had
all studied under Ennin. Gensho (844-915) later became an important taimitsu master and
taught several of the future ztirw of the Tendai School. Little is known about Kankei.
19 In some versions of Annen’s Yugikydsho (Washio 1927, p. 38) the statement is found that
“the work is by Shinnyo Kongo (Annen’s Esoteric name or m itsugo) who went to China.”
Saicho signed most of his works in a similar manner, noting that he had studied in China.
However, this title only appears once in Annen’s works, and was probably added by a later
scholar who believed that Annen studied in China. Among sources that claim Annen did study
in China are the Keiranshu (NS 1/1:332-33). The Tokugawa Period scholars Jihon and Keiko
argued that Annen did go to China (Tendai kahyd, BZ (Suzuki ed.) 41:224b; Sange shoto
gakusokui Washio 1927, p. 38).
20 The term “ajari” (Skt. acarya) originally meant teacher. In the late ninth century, it was
used primarily to refer to the teachers of Esoteric Buddhism. In many cases, the court author
ized the number of ajari at a temple, but the term was also used at private temples which were
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as zasu on Mount Hiei, was appointed Master of Esoteric Buddhism at
Gangyo-ji at the same time.21 In order to be appointed a Master of taimitsu
(denbo ajari)y a person had to study many years and have the active support
of someone who already held that status, such as Henjo.22Annen had already
studied with Henjo for several years by the time he was appointed Master of
Taimitsu. In the sixth month of 882，just two months after he had finished
writing the text of the Futsu koshaku, Annen received a Diamond-realm
{kongokai) initiation from Henjo (Kongokai daiho taijuki, ND 82:103b).23
Thus Annen must have been studying with Henjo when he wrote his major
text on the precepts.
Henj5 had devoted most oi his time from 876 on to the establishment of
the Gangyo-ji temple near Kyoto. Consequently, Annen might very well have
seen Henjo when he went to meet Tankei between 876 and 880. After
Henjo5s death in 890, Annen’s name virtually disappears from historical
records. Henjo was obviously an important force in Annen's life from at least
882 to 889, a period during which Anne wrote many of his most important
works. It is thus important to consider Henj5’s biography for any insights it
may offer concerning Annen’s views on the precepts.
Henj5，
s biography differed from that of contemporary Tendai teachers in
a number of ways. Henj5’s lay name was Yoshimine no Munesada 良峰宗貞 .
He was the eighth child of Yoshimine no Yasuyo 安 世 （
785-830) and the
grandson of Emperor Kanmu (737-806, r. 781-806). Emperor Kanmu had
sponsored Saich5’s studies in China and the establishment of the Tendai
School. After Kanmu’s deatn in 806, his son Yasuyo continued to support the
Tenaai School while he held a number of key posts at court, eventually rising
not authorized by the court (Takeuchi 1957-58, 2，
pp. 548-50).
21 Yuishu studied under a number of teachers, including both Saich5，
s disciple Tokuen,
uishin^ disciple Hosei, and Enchin. He later became a denbo ajari under Henjo. After Hnchin，
s death in 891，he became the head (chon) of Onjoji, and in 892 was appointed as the sixth
Tendai zasu, but served for less than a year before his death (Tendai zasuki, p. 28; Oyama 1979,
p. 499).
22 In 871, two years before Henjo received the rank of denbo ajari，Enchin petitioned the
court for permission to institute a new, strict set of procedures to be followed in conferring the
rank. The candidate’s teacher consulted with the elder of the temple about the advisability of
giving advanced teachings to the candidate. If permission was granted, then the candidate was
expected to be well versed in both Esoteric and Tendai doctrine. After he had completed his
studies，he was examined by a group of teachers all of whom had to be at least fifty years of
age. If he passed the examination, then the teachers and the candidate informed the zasu and
three major administrators of the monastery (sango), who then conducted a second examina
tion. The result was reported to the lay administrator (zoku betto)ywho served as the liaison
between the court and the Tendai School. The lay administrator reported to the court and an
imperial command was issued conferring the status. After the command received the zasu's
seal, the appointment was completed (Yoho hennen zasshu, BZ 28:1324-25).
^Oyama has suggested that Annen may have started studying with Henjo while Annen was
still in his twelve-year training period on Mount Hiei (1979, p. 499).
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to Grand Councillor {dainagon). Yasuyo also served as governor or Omi, the
province where Enryaku-ji was located.
Yasuyo5s son, Henjo, initially pursued a career in court. Because of his
family connections and literary abilities, he quickly rose to the fifth rank and
served as governor of Bizen and head of the Chamberlain’s Office Qatrodo
dokoro). He was one of Emperor NinmyS’s (810-850; r. 833-850) favorites,
and when the emperor died in 850，Henjo is said to have decided to become a
monk out of grief (Montoku jitsuroku, KT 3:4). In fact, political considera
tions might have played an important part in his decision. According to a
story in the Konjaku monogatarishu, Henjo was not on good terms with Ninmy5’s successor, Emperor Montoku (827-858; r. 850-858) (Mabuchi, 22，
1976, pp. 481-86). To those in the court, Ninmyo^ death was an obvious op
portunity for the northern branch (Hokke) of the Fujiwara clan under
Fujiwara no Yoshifusa to solidify their hold on the government- Since Henjo
seems to have been allied with those in the court who did not support the
northern branch of the Fujiwara clan, the impending changes in the govern
ment might very well have contributed to Henjo's decision to become a
monk. Henjo was certainly not alone in choosing a monastic career when his
political future looked bleak. Eight years earlier, in 842，Henjo's cousin,
Prince Tsunesada te M (who favored the Tachibana clan over the Fujiwara)
had been forced to give up the title of crown prince in favor of the future
Emperor Montoku in the struggles for power at court. Tsunesada eventually
became a monk. Tsunesada’s mother, who was also the retired emperor
Junna’s wife, Princess Shoshi 正 子 ，
became a nun in 842 out of grief for her
husband who had died in 840 and anger over her son’s loss of the position of
crown prince (Hiraoka 1981, pp. 492—97). However, after Henjo became a
monk, he referred to Fujiwara no Yoshifusa in several places as a benefactor.
In fact, the fathers of Henjo and Yoshifusa had the same mother, Kudara no
Eikei 百 済 永 継 ，but different fathers. Thus Yoshifusa may have encouraged
Henjo's religious career even while he discouraged his political interests.24
At the time of HenjoJs ordination, the Shingon School had closer relations
to the Fujiwara clan than the Tendai School did. Shingon monks, for exam
ple, had prayed for the birth and, later, for the success of Yoshifusa’s grand
son Prince Korehito 惟 仁 （
later Emperor Seiwa 850-880; r. 858-876) in a
succession dispute. Tsuji has suggested that Henjo may have chosen the
Tendai School partly because of his resentment against the Fujiwaras, as well
as because of his father’s past support for the school (1944,1,pp. 3S3-S5),25
24 See O njoji kom onjo, NS 1/1:259 and Mezaki 1966, pp. 27-28. Scholars such as Tsuji
(1944,1,pp. 383-85) and Hoshimiya (1974，
pp. 298-308) have emphasized the political aspects
of Henj6，
s decision to climb Mount Hiei. However, Yoshifusa also had close ties with the
Tendai School. His father was Fujiwara no Fuyutsugu, one of Emperor Kanmuss sons and an
important lay supporter of Saicho. Yoshifusa himself contributed travel expenses for Enchin’s
studies in China (Ono 1982,1,pp. 40，
46，
49).
25 Yoshifusa，
s relations with Shinga of the Shingon School are discussed in Osumi 1976, pp.
30-37.
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However, since Fujiwara no Yoshifusa also supported the Tendai School,
Henjo may have had additional reasons for choosing to become a Tendai
monk. Henj5，
s family had traditionally maintained close relations with the
Tendai School. One of Henj5’s brothers, Nagamatsu 長 松 ，had been the cap
tain of the snip that had taken Ennin to China. Another brother, the Lesser
Councillor (shonagon) Tsuneyo経 世 ，had been the imperial messenger who
had brought the im perial edicts to M ount H iei appointing Anne 安 慧
(795-868) as zasu in 864 and bestowing the posthumous title of “Jikaku
Daishi”慈覚大師 on Ennin in 866 (Honda 1963, pp. 155-57; Ono 1964,1，
p.
509). Henj5，
s decision to climb Mount Hiei to study may well have been
made when Ennin came to court to perform an Esoteric ritual for the
recovery of the dying emperor Ninmyo in the second month of 850 (Ruijii
kokushi，KT 6:23V)?6 Ennin had returned from nine years of study in China
in 847, and Henjo must have been attracted by the possibility of studying with
a teacher who just brought a number of new teachings to Japan.
Henjo climbed Mount Hiei immediately after Ninmy5’s death in the third
month of 850，and began the twelve-year period of training on Hiei which
Saicho had required of all Tendai monks. He was thirty-four years old, a late
age to begin a monastic career. In 855, Henjo received the bodhisattva
precepts on the Precepts Platform on Mount Hiei (Sdgd bunin shoshutsu^ BZ
lll:13b-14a)_27 He studied Esoteric Buddhism under Ennin; however, he
was unable to receive the most advanced Esoteric initiations (daiho) before
Ennin’s death in 864. Consequently, Ennin specified in his will that Henjo
was to receive those initiations from Ennin’s disciple and successor as zasu,
Anne. The three major Esoteric initiations (sanbu ニ诗P daiho) used in the
Tendai School were conferred on Henjo the following year (Honda 1963，
pp.
149-50). Henjo obviously was receiving special treatment from the Tendai
School because of his ties with the imperial household and because of the
debt of gratitude which the Tendai School owed his father and grandfather.
However, Henjo still had to study for a total of more than twenty years be
fore he was granted the position of Master of Esoteric Buddtusm (ajari), in
dicating that noble Dirth did not automatically entitle him to high offices in

26 Normally Enchin would probably had been asked to lead the services since he was the
head of Esoteric Studies on Mount Hiei and one of the monks appointed to serve at the temple
for the protection of the emperor, the J6shin，
in on Mount Hiei. When Enchin appeared at
court and saw that Ennin had been asked to Lead the services, Enchin was shocked and appar
ently resolved to go to China to study (Enchinden，G R 8B:703).
27 Although most other sources state that Henjo climbed Mount Hiei shortly after NinmyO’s death, the Sdgd bunin shoshutsu states that he became a monk shortly after NinmyO’s
death, but did not climb Mount Hiei until later. It is unclear which account is accurate, but if
Henjo spent time in the Nara temples before climbing Mount Hiei, it might explain why he had
a more tolerant attitude toward them than other Tendai monks. The Yamato ntonogatari and
the Konjaku monogatarishu record that he visited a number of temples while he was doing re
ligious austerities.
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the Tendai School as it would a century later.
In 868, when Emperor Seiwa’s wife, Fujiwara no Takako 高 子 (842-910)，
was pregnant, Henjo was asked to perform ceremonies to insure that the
child would be a boy {Sandai jitsuroku, KT 4:414). When a boy was in fact
born, Henjo became the monk in charge of performing ceremonies to protect
the child. As a result Takako and Henjo proposed the establishment of a
temple for the protection of the child. When the child (who eight years later
ascended the throne as Emperor Yozei) was named crown prince the next
year, Henjo was rewarded with the rank of Hogen osho 法目艮矛ロ尚（
Dharmaeye Preceptor), which corresponded to the position of supervisor (sozu) in
the Office of Monastic Affairs (Sogo 僧 綱 ）
• However, the post may well have
been only an honorary one, since Henjo does not seem to have played any ac
tive role in the Sogo at this time.25
Approximately fifty years earlier, Saicho had fought and finally won a bit
ter battle to free Tendai monks from the supervision of the Sogo. As a result,
Tenaai monks had never held any posts in the Sogo. However, the Sogo
played a key role in the award of positions as lecturers (koji 講師 ）or readers
(dokushi 犹 師 ）in the provinces and in the assignment of the top positions at
the various monastic assemblies. Although the Tendai School used lay ad
ministrators (zoku betto 俗另IJ 当 ）instead of the Sogo to gain such appoint
ments for its members, it still had not received its fair share of awards. Henjo
was the first Tendai monk appointed to the Sogo and his appointment
represented an important change in the Tendai School’s attitude towards the
Sogo (Groner 1984，
pp. 281-85).
In 869 Prince Tsuneyasu 吊 康 (Emperor Ninmyo^ son) gave Henjo the
Unrin’in 雲 林 院 (also read Urin’in; Cloud-forest Hall) along with some land
holdings to support the Unrin'in (Sandai jitsuroku, KT 4:571; Ruiju kokushi，
KT 6:271-72; Tendai kahyd (Suzuku ed.) BZ 41:374c). Earlier, in 851，the
year after Henjo climbed Hiei, Prince Tsuneyasu also decided to become a
monk, ostensibly out of grief over Ninmyo's death. Political reasons also
probably dictated his choice since Tsuneyasu*s maternal relations, the Ki
28
In 864, the Shingon monk Shinga 真雅 submitted a petition concerning ranks for monks
on the basis of that petition, the court decided that the old system of ranks for monks which
had been in use since 760 (with several minor changes) had lost much of its effectiveness be
cause of the indiscriminate conferral of honors. Consequently, a new system of ranks was in
troduced. According to the new system, the rank of Dharma-bridge preceptor {hdkyd daiosho)
corresponded to the position of vinaya-master (risshi) in the Office of Monastic Affairs,
Dharma-eye preceptor (hogen daiosho) to supervisor (sozu)t and Dharma-seal precepts (twin
daiosho) to executive (sdjd).
Mezaki (1966, p. 29-30, 31-32 [note 3]) has noted that at the time Henjo was appointed,
only sixteen monks were permitted to serve in the S6go and that the limit had already been
reached. In addition, since similar ranks were conferred upon a number of deceased monks
such as Saicho, Kukai, and Ennin around this time, Henj65s rank may very well have been an
honorary one, which carried no rights to serve in the Sogo.
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clan, lost most of their influence to the Fujiwaras. The Unrin’in (located near
the present site of Daitoku-ji in Kyoto) had originally been a detached palace
for Emperor Junna and later for Emperor Ninmyo. Upon Emperor Ninmy6，
s
death, it had been given to Prince Tsuneyasu. While the prince lived at the
Unrin，
in，he was the center of a group of monks and laymen who composed
waka.29 The members of the group regarded themselves as “wabibito” 佗 人 ，
men who had met with various disappointments and were living simple quiet
lives. Henj5 was an active member in the group, and his interest in waka
eventually led to his being called one of the six poetic geniuses (rokkasen 六
歌 仙 ）of the early Heian Period. Later, Henjo was said to be the first exam
ple of the cultured monk from a noble family who retired to a monastery to
live a life of solitude.30 This type of monk woula become prominent in later
Heian culture. Because of their similar backgrounds as close relatives of the
imperial family, affection for the deceased Emperor Ninmyo, and interest in
waka, Henjo and Tsuneyasu were undoubtedly close friends. Three months
before he died, Tsuneyasu gave Henjo the Unrin’in. Henjo subsequently lived
at the Unrin’in，and his activities were based in or near Kyoto from 869 on
wards.
The gift of the Unrin’in gave Henjo the institutional independence to pur
sue his own policies in regards to Tendai and Esoteric Buddhist doctrine and
practice. However, he still had not been recognized as an independent master
of Tendai Esoteric doctrine and practice. This problem was solved when an
imperial order directed Enchin, the zasu on Mount Hiei, to test Henjo^
mastery of the Esoteric practices and teachings he had received from Anne.
Enchin examined Henj5’s mastery of the various Esoteric practices by having
Henjo make each mudra and recite each dharani. Annen noted that since
Henjo^s teacher Ennin had studied under eight teachers in China while En
chin had studied under only one, there were a number of differences in their
practices. As a result, Henjo was asked not to use certain practices which dif
fered from those approved by Enchin. Although Annen did not directly criti
cize Enchin’s examination, he did imply that Ennin’s studies were broader
and more profound than those of Enchin. However, since both Ennin and
Enchin had studied under the same teacher, Fa-ch’iian 法 全 ，in China there
were also many similarities between their teachings, and Enchin was able to
approve of Henj5，
s appointment as Master of Esoteric Buddhism {denbo
ajari) (Yoho hennen zasshuy BZ 28:1325-27; Taizokai daiho taijuki，ND
29 Waka written by members of the group which mention the Unrin’in are found in the
Kokinshu 古 今 集 (Mezaki 1966，pp. 32-33). Ki no Tsurayuki (8687-946) criticized Henjd’s
waka: “Among well-known recent poets, Archbishop Henjo masters style but is deficient in
substance. It is no more satisfying to read one of his poems than to fall in love with a woman in
a picture” (McCullough 1985b, p. 7). Henjo is not credited with the authorship of any works on
Buddhism.
30 The author of the Im akagam i (compiled 1170) regarded Henjo as the first example of
this type of monk (Mezaki 1976, pp. 20-21).
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81:335b-336a). In 873, through an order from the Chancellor’s Office
(kanpu), Henjo received the three major taimitsu initiations (sanbu daiho)
from Enchin at the S5jiin相持院 on Mount Hiei and was granted the rank of
Master of Esoteric Buddhism (BZ 28:1372b).
In 876，the crown prince ascended the throne as timperor Yozei
(868-949; r. 876-884). Since Henjo had performed many ceremonies for the
protection of Yozei while he was crown prince, Y5zei，
s succession had a sig
nificant impact on Henjo^ career. In 877 Gangyo-ji 兀 慶 寺 ，the temple for
the protection of the emperor which Henj5 had proposed eight years earlier
was completed. It was designated a jogaku-ji /E H # 31(one of a limited num
ber of officially sanctioned temples), a status which carried important
rewards with it (Sandai jitsuroku, KT 4:414). Jogaku-ji often, but not neces
sarily, received funds from the province for such purposes as repairs or for
the oil to light their lanterns. In addition, they were often awarded yearly ordinands (nenbundosha年 分 度 者 ）
.
Henjo asked that the treatment accorded Gangyo-ji be similar to that
given several other temples, Kajo-ji靡祥寺 and Anjo-ji 安 祥 寺 ，established
around this time at the wish of members of the imperial family and granted
the status of jogaku-ji. Each of the temples were granted three yearly ordinands. In the case of Gangyo-ji, two were to study the Taizokai and
Kongokai traditions of Esoteric Buddhism, and the third was to study Tendai
(Mo-ho chih-kuan 摩 i 可止観 ）
. To a large extent, Henjo followed the prece
dents established by the Tendai establishment on Mount Hiei in organizing
this temple. Candidates for yearly ordinand were to be testea in the presence
of an imperial messenger, not by representatives of the Office of Monastic
Affairs. Successful candidates were to be initiated as novices on Emperor
Y5zei，
s birthday, thus helping to fulfill Henj5，
s wish that Gangyo-ji be used to
protect the emperor. They would then climb Mount Hiei in order to be or
dained as monks with the bodhisattva precepts. After they returned to
Gangyo-ji, the Tendai monks were required to read {tendoku 転 読 ）the Sutra
of the Benevolent King (Jen^wang ching 仁 王 経 ）and the Esoteric monks were
expected to perform rituals and meditations which focussed on a set of five
31
The term “jdgaku-ji” first appeared in 749 and was used to refer to temples which
belonged to the limited number of temples which were officially sanctioned. Although the term
suggests that there was a limit on the number of temples, no specific number of temples is
• mentioned in extant documents. By the middle of the Heian period, the number of temples
being established through the wishes of members of the imperial family or the nobility (goganj i 御願寺）had increased markedly and no serious attempt was made to limit the number of
temples which were built. Temples were usually designated jdgaku-ji once they had been built.
Among the best studies on the establishment of temples during this period are Takeuchi
(1957-58) and Hiraoka (1981).
When a temple was granted the status of jdgaku-ji, it was often given permission to have a
certain number of yearly ordinands, the most common number being two or three. Some
jdgaku-ji were given permission to have a certain number of monks (jogakuso 定 額 僧 ）who
were to perform services for the emperor or members of his family.
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Immovable Kings (Fudo Myoo 不 動 明 王 ）(Ruijii sandaikyaku，KT 25:99，
Sandai jitsuroku, KT 4:414-15).32
Several years later, in 886, Henjo supplemented these procedures by re
quiring his recently ordained monks to undergo a six-year period of training
at Gangyo-ji during which they were not to leave the monastery^ precincts
(rozan 寵 山 ）
. The rules were written in the form of a shiki 式 (procedures
and rules)，and probably patterned after Saich5，
s Sange gakusho shiki 山家学
生式（
Regulations for Tendai students). Henjo also added the Lotus Sutra
and the Chin-kuang-min ching 金 光 明 経 (^uvarjjaprabh^sa Sutra)33 to the
texts which his monks were required to chant and required them to perform
Lotus and Amida meditations. While the monks on Mount Hiei were re
quired to remain there for twelve years, Henjo required the monks at
Gangyo-ji to remain in the monastery only for six years.34 One of Henj5，
s pri
mary reasons for requiring newly ordained monks to remain at Gangyo-ji for
six years was that by doing so he would be able to rank Gangyo-ji with some
of the major monasteries of that time which employed similar educational
systems. Since the full text of Henj5，
s rules does not survive, it is difficult to
determine how strict the training at Gangyo-ji was. However, the training was
undoubtedly less strenuous than that on Mount Hiei. Gangyo-ji was probably
an attractive place to visit for nobles because of its proximity to the capital
and its cultured zasu. Approximately ninety years after Henjo's death, when
Emperor Kazan (968-1008, r. 984-986) abdicated to became a monk, he
chose to live at Gangyo-ji. Like Henjo, he was skilled in writing waka,
Henjo strove to secure the financial ana institutional base of Gangyo-ji. In
882，the Unrin’in was made a branch temple (betsuin 別 院 ）of Gangyo-ji, a
step that insured that Gangyo-ji monks woula be appointed to the key posi
tions in it. In fact, Henj5，
s son eventually served as administrator of the Un32 Both the Esoteric and exoteric rites were to be performed in front of a set of images of
five bodhisattvas, probably the group mentioned in the Jen wang ching as guardians of the na
tion. Although there is a long history of the recitation of this text for the protection of the na
tion, an exoteric ritual, the installation of the five bodhisattvas as central images, suggests that
they might have also been significant in Esoteric ceremonies. In fact, Amoghavajra
“retranslated” the apocryphal Jen wang ching (T. no. 246) and three texts concerning Esoteric
rites based on the Jen wang ching are attributed to him ( T. Nos. 994-96). Although the
Asabasho (T. [zuzo] 9:834c) notes that Esoteric rituals based on the Jen wang ching were per
formed by Sanmon Tendai monks in the past, I have not been able to find any evidence that
these texts were used by Tendai monks at Henjo^ time.
33 The full title of I~ching’s translation of the Suvarnaprabhasa (T. no. 665) was Chinkuang-ming tsui-sheng-wang ching. It is referred to in documents as both the Ching-kuang-ming
ching (the current example) and Tsui-sheng-wang ching (earlier in this article).
34 The practice of restricting monks to the confines of their monasteries was popularized by
SaichO who stated that Tendai monks were required to undergo a twelve-year period of in
tensive training on Mount Hiei before they went out into the world to preach. The practice was
adopted by a number of other jdgaku-ji temples in the early Heian period. Among them were
the Kegon temple KaiUn zanmai-ji (twelve years), and the Shingon temples Kongobu-ji (six
years) and Anjo-ji (seven years). A period of six years seems to have been the most common
figure (KT 25:100-101; Takeuchi 1957-58, 2, p. 550).
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rin’in. In 885, Henjo petitioned the court to grant Gangyo-ji 153 cho 町 of
waste land in Omi. The same year he petitioned the court to insure that every
year a Gangyo-ji monk would be favored for appointment to at least one of
the vacancies for lecturers and readers, among the monastic officials who
were appointed to supervise the Buddhist order in the provinces. In 887，
Henjo also asked that Gangyo-ji monks be guaranteed positions at the annual
assembly on the VimalaJdrti-nirde^a Sutra (Yuimae 維 摩 会 ）held at Kofuku-ji
in Nara. Since a monk’s career depended on his participation in such assem
blies, ttiis was an important step in insuring that his monks would receive
court recognition and ranks like the monks in the Nara Schools. Henj5 also
established his own monastic assemblies at the Unrin’in and obtained official
recognition for them. When Gangyo-ji monks had served as leaders of
several assemblies, they were to be rewarded with ranks bestowed by the
court. (Kakushi ruiju, KT 6:248-49，
271-72; Ruiju sandaikyaku, KT 25:60-61;
Tendai kahyd, BZ (Suzuki ed.) 41:373b).
Henj5’s proposals for Gangyo-ji differed from the procedures followed on
Mount Hiei in several important ways. Since Saicho^ time, Tendai monks
had generally not studied at the temples in Nara. Henjo actively pursued a
conciliatory policy towards Nara. Thus after Gangyo-ji monks had completed
their six years of training at Gangyo-ji, Henjo encouraged them to go to ei
ther Enryaku-ji or the temples of Nara to study (Sandai jitsuroku, KT 4:
589).35 In addition, although Gangyo-ji was closely affiliated ynth the Tendai
School, with its monks being ordained on Mount Hiei and studying Tendai
and taimitsu teachings, institutionally Gangyo-ji was independent. In 8フ
8，
Henjo was appointed zasu of the temple, a position which he held for life.
Below him were a bettd (administrator) and sango ニ 綱 (three main adminis
trative officials) at the temple, who held their offices for six years. The ad
ministrative structure was similar to that found at Enryaku-ji, with Henj6，
s
position being equivalent to that of the Tendai zasu (Sandai jitsuroku, KT
4:421).36
In addition to being institutionally independent from Mount Hiei, some of
the monks at Gangyo-ji held doctrinal positions which differed from those
held by other Tendai monks. Besides being more tolerant of the Nara
schools, the monks of Gangyo-ji practiced Esoteric Buddhism which probaDly
differed slightly from that practiced on Mount Hiei. Henjo had received
Esoteric initiations from Enchin as well as from monks of Ennin’s lineage.
His position transcended the differences of the two main Esoteric lineages on
35 In addition, in 887, a monk named Kansei 観栖 submitted a petition suggesting that the
Tendai yearly ordinands appointed to the Kamo and Kasuga shrines received Hfnayana or
dinations. Unfortunately, not enough is known about Kansei to determine whether he was in
fluenced by Henj6，
s conciliatory policies towards the Nara Schools (Ishida 1963, pp. 310-27).
36 When the status of denbo ajari was conferred upon Annen, Henjo performed the same
administrative role as the Tendai zasu Enchin had performed when candidates for denbo ajari
were tested and appointed {Tendai kahyd, BZ (Suzuki ed.) 41:212-13，
224c).
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Mount Hiei.37 Henjo and the monks on Mount Hiei were aware of the dif
ferences. A document dated 874 praising the Soshitsuji initiation is signed by
Enchin, Joun 承 雲 (one of Ennin’s direct disciples), and Henjo, suggesting
that the three men represented three major lineages of Esoteric teachings in
Tendai (Ruiju sandaikyaku, KT 25:100; Kiuchi 1972，
pp. 261-62). Annen had
received initiations from Henjo and thus probably adopted a position similar
to that of Henjo. When Annen wrote his works on Esoteric Buddhism, he
could adopt an objective stance and evaluate the differences between the
teachings and practices transmitted by the different Esoteric masters because
as a denbo ajari at Gangyo-ji, he was free from at least some of the rivalries
on Mount Hiei. Despite the differences between Gangyo-ji and Mount Hiei,
relations between the two Tendai establishments seem to have been cordial.
In 892 Yuishu, who served as denbo ajari at Gangyo-ji along with Annen, be
came zasu on Hiei.
Henjo^ conciliatory position towards the Nara Schools bore fruit when, in
879，he was appointed to be Supernumerary Chief Executive (gon-sojo)
within the Office of Monastic Affairs (Sogo), an unprecedented honor for a
Tendai monk. Six years later in 885，when the former Chief Executive Shuei
宗 ® (808-884) died, Henjo was appointed Chief executive (sojo), the highest
position in the Sogo {Sandai jitsuroku, KT 4:597). H enjo took his
responsibilities as Chief executive seriously. In 882 he submitted a petition
with seven items designed to strengthen the Sogo (KT 4:521-22). Henjo
noted that because the monks who were appointed to the Sogo held their
positions for life, they sometimes were negligent in carrying out their duties.
He suggested that appointees to the Sogo serve four-year terms. Although
Henjo^ proposal was apparently put into practice at some point, it was sub
sequently abandoned. In addition, Henjo suggested procedures for tightening
the Sogo^ control over ordinations and its supervisory responsibilities over
the control of the administrators of temples. Two of his suggestions con
cerned the welfare of animals. Assemblies to free animals which might other
wise have been killed for food often resulted in the inadvertent death of the
animals from mistreatment. These assemblies were to be reformed and held
more frequently. The practice of using poison to kill the fish in ponds so that
they might be harvested for food was to be prohibited since it involved the
killing of many animals besides the fish. HenjS’s interest in temple admrnistration was probably a refection of his earlier activities as an administrator in
37
Rivalry already existed between monks of Ennin's lineage and those in Enchin’s lineage
by the end of Enchin's life. In 888, three years before his death, Enchin asked his followers to
cooperate with Ennin’s followers and noted the debt of gratitude all Tendai monks owed Ennin
for his efforts to propagate Esoteric Buddhism (Shibuya 1973, p.25). Enchin’s warning suggests
that at least some rivalry existed by 888，although it was far from the bitter hatred which would
split the Tendai School one century later into rival branches based on the lineages of Ennin
and Enchin.
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court before he was ordained.
The last few years of Henj5，
s life were marked by special treatment by the
court. Henjo was a close friend of Emperor Kok5 (830-887; r. 884-887). The
two men had known each other since they were young; before Henjo was or
dained, he had served the future Emperor Koko. After Henjo was ordained,
he served as one of the monks who prayed for the future emperor’s long life.
Both men were also interested in waka. Moreover, Henj5，
s mother may have
been Kokovs wet nurse, though no certain proof of this relationship exists.38
On Henj5，
s seventieth birthday, he was invited to the court. The occasion was
not a stiff ceremonial affair since the men stayed up through the night talk
ing. In addition, Henjo was given permission to enter the court in a special
cart (tegurumaf9 and received a fief of one-hundred households (Ruiju
kokushi, KT 6:298; Tendai kahyd, BZ (Suzuki ed.) 41:221c-222a).
Annen was probably closely associated with Henjo for several years be
fore and after 884, the year Henjo conferred the rank of denbo ajari upon
him. This period would have included the time when Annen wrote the Futsu
koshaku. Consequently, Annen was undoubtedly influenced by Henjo^ atti
tudes towards the precepts. Although Henjo wrote no works concerning the
precepts, some general conclusions about his attitudes can be inferred from
his biography. Henjo was not ordained until he was middle-aged. He had
three wives and several children. The austere life on Mount Hiei was certain
ly more difficult for Henjo than it would have been for a younger man who
had not been raised at court and known married life. It is not surprising that
after his training period on Mount Hiei, Henjo moved back to Kyoto where
he established a form of Buddhism which was more suited to the inclinations
of court nobles who wished to be ordained than to spending years away from
the capital on Mount Hiei. During this time, he lived in a temple which had
been the detached palace of an emperor, wrote waka, made frequent trips to
the court, and busied himself with administrative tasks concerning the
Unrin’in and Gangyo-ji.
A number of sources suggest that Henjo had a permissive attitude toward
at least some of the precepts. In a statement concerning the celebration for
Henj6，
s seventieth birthday，the emperor noted that although outwardly
[Henjo] is concerned with secular affairs, inwardly he is pure and chaste
(bongyo 梵 行 ）
，
，(R u ijii kokushi, KT 6:298). The emperor’s statement is
reminiscent of Annen’s argument that the precepts could be broken if a prac
titioner^ motive was pure.
38 See R u ijii kokushi (KT 6:298) and McCullough 1985b, p. 62. Hoshimiya (1975，
p. 36)
remarks that relations between a wet-nurse's own children and the children she suckled were
often closer than those between blood relations.
39 The teguruma was a special cart with a Chinese gabled roof drawn by two men. Its use
was generally restricted to the highest levels of court. People were usually expected to enter the
palace on foot, but permission to proceed through the outer gates of the palace in a teguruma
was granted to certain people on special occasions.
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Although the literature of the Heian period is not reliable as an historical
source, it is suggestive of Henj5’s activities and his attitudes. The Yamato
monogatari 大ネD物 語 , compiled in the middle of the tenth century, approxi
mately one-half century after HenjS’s death, contains several stories relating
Henjo's amorous adventures. Although most of these stories are about events
which were said to have occurred before Henj5’s ordination, one of the
stories concerned a flirtation with the poetess Ono no Komachi 小野小町
after Henjo had become a monk (Sakakura 1957，pp. 339-40; Tahara 1980,
pp. 117-22). When Henjo became a monk, he is said to have kept his loca
tion a secret from everyone at court. Ono no Komachi went to Kiyomizudera
?月水寺 for the New Year ana heard someone with a beautiful voice chanting
sutras and dharanis. Believing that the voice might be that of Henjo, she sent
a poem requesting the loan of one of the monk’s garments to ward off the
cold. Henjo replied in a poem that he had only one set of robes and that
since it would be unkind to allow her to go cold, perhaps they could sleep to
gether. However, when Ono no Komachi went to talk with Henjo, he had al
ready left the temple. Henjo's chastity as a monk is maintained in the stories,
but at the same time he is portrayed as a man who was deeply interested in
love afiairs before his ordination and might very well have continued to be so
after ms ordination. Although the stories may not have historical value, they
do suggest that fitty years after his death, Henjo was viewed as a man who
had been involved with many women.
Other stories concern Henj6’s concern for ms favorite wife and children.
When Emperor Ninmyo died, Henjo could not bear to tell them that he had
decided to leave them to become a monk. After he had been ordained, his
wife and children happened to visit a temple and inquire about him while
Henjo was listening in a rndden place. Although he was tempted to call out to
them, ms commitment to the life of a monk was strong enough that he was
able to resist the temptation (Sakakura 1957，pp. 335-37; Mabuchi 1976，
22,
pp. 461-68). The story is indicative of the difficulties which a man of Henj5’s
background and age must have experienced in living the life of a monk.
Henjo, in fact, did maintain relations with his family and ordained two of
his sons, both born before Henjo was ordained, as monks at the Unrin’in.
Henjo gave ms sons preferential treatment, personally conferring Esoteric in
itiations on them. The older brother, Yusho (or Y usei) 由 性 （
841-914) was
appointed supernumerary v/noya-master (gon-risshi) in the Sogo and the ad
ministrator (bettd) at Unrin’in. According to the Yamato monogatari, he is
said to have been interested in women just as ms father had been and to have
had a number of love affairs, but it is left unclear whether these occurred be
fore or after his ordination. The younger brother, Sosho (or Sosei)素 性 (d.
919)，had a career similar to that of his father. He served at court for a time
and was a well-known waka poet. At the urging of his father, he was ordained
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along with this brother. In 896，when Emperor Uda (867-931,r. 887-897)
visited the U nrin’in, Sosho wa rewarded with an appointment as super
numerary vinaya-mastQr (gon-risshi) and awarded one yearly ordinand. In
909, he received an imperial order to paint some screens and present them to
the emperor and was rewarded with rice wine. He was also given silks and
horses for the waka he wrote (see Taizokai daiho taijuki, ND 83:60a; Honcho
kdsdden，B Z 102:145a; Sakakura 1957, pp. 340-4 1 ;and Tahara 1980, pp.
122-23).40
The evidence thus suggests that Henjo had a more relaxed attitude
toward the precepts than the leaders of the Tendai School on Mount Hiei
and strove to establish a form of Tendai at Gangyo-ji which would suit the
needs of nobles. Annen’s permissive attitude toward violations of the pre
cepts appealed to Henjo and the monks of Gangyo-ji.
Annen fs Last Years
Most of Annen’s major works on taimitsu were written after he became a
denbo ajari in 884 and while he was serving as an instructor to Henjo's stu
dents at Gangyo-ji. Hashimoto (1912, 4/11, p .13) has noted that an investiga
tion of Tendai bibliographies yields a list of over one hundred books with
which Annen is credited, most of them works on Esoteric Buddhism. Some of
these works may not be authentic or may have been known by several titles.
Others were probably very short; but Annen was still a remarkably produc
tive scholar.41
The last unquestionably authentic records of Annen's activities date from
889. In the ninth month he appeared at court along with other monks to per
form Esoteric rituals. Although Annen was one of the younger men and had
less seniority than many of the other monks, he was asked to serve as trans
mitter of the petition (dotatsu 堂 達 ).42 That same year Annen saw termites
swarming at the Unrin’in and reported them to the Chancellor Fujiwara no
Mototsune 基 経 （
836-891). Mototsune told Emperor Uda about the report,
40 According to Yamato m onogatari, one of Henjo* sons, probably Sosei, engages in a
number of love affairs after his ordination and remains a monk. Approximately one-fourth of
Sosei’s poems are love poems, though many of these are written from a woman’s perspective
(McCullough 1985a, pp. 371-75, 452-59).
41 Etani credits Annen with 117 works in 220 fascicles (1976, p. 313). Asai states that he
wrote over one hundred works and that approximately forty survive (1973, pp. 630-38). A sai，
s
work contains a useful survey of the current state of research on the authenticity of works attri
buted to Annen. Nara (1974，
pp. 32-46) has questioned the authenticity of some of the most
important works attributed to Annen. His study is indicative of the immense amount of work
that remains to be done on Annen before we can make a critical appraisal of his thought. Nara
lists only twenty-six works attributed to Annen as extant.
42 The dotoisu (transmitter) was one of seven monks who played leading roles at Esoteric
services. He conveyed the sponsor’s petition to the juganshi Dg 歲 師 (invoker), who read the
petition.
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and the emperor regarded it as a serious portent of ill since a similar report
had been received shortly before the previous emperor’s death (Fuso ryakki,
KT 12:158). Annen clearly was highly respected by the court at this time.
Virtually nothing is known about Annen’s activities after 889，when he
was forty-nine years old. As a result, some scholars have speculated that he
may have died around that time. Oyama, for example, has argued that a
scholar as productive as Annen would surely have left some trace of his ac
tivities in subsequent years if he had been alive (1979，p. 505). However, two
documents suggest that Annen may have lived longer. The first is an intro
duction, dated 902 when Annen would have been sixty-two, for a bibliog
raphy, the Shoajari shingon mikkyd burui sdrokuywhich was originally written
by Annen in 885 (BZ 2:110-11). The second is the lineage for Annen’s stu
dent Genjo 玄砰 which states that Annen conferred several Esoteric initia
tions upon Genjo but died before he could give him the certificate (injin 印
信 ) which would serve as proof of the initiations. The certificate was sub
sequently issued by Saien 取 円 . Unfortunately，the date the lineage was
issued is not known. However, Hashimoto has assembled the various docu
ments concerning the initiations received and conferred by Genjo and
demonstrated that Genjo must have received the status of denbo ajari by 897.
Annen must have died before 897. Since the information from the preface to
the bibliography and from Genj5’s lineages is contradictory, one of them
must be rejected. Hashimoto has suggested that the 902 preface for the bibli
ography was not necessarily written by Annen and that Annen probably died
sometime between 889 and 897 (1918, 4/11, pp. 20-40).
One possible explanation for the disappearance of Annen’s name from
records after 889 may be the death of his teacher and patron, Henjo, in 890.
Although Henj5 conferred the status of denbo ajari on both Henj5 and
Yuishu at the same time, he subsequently conferred special initiations on An
nen without giving them to Yuishu {Kongokai daiho raijuki, ND 82:251-52).
However, after Henj5’s death, Yuishu was appointed to be the head of Onjo
ji and then as zasu on Mount Hiei. The loss of his most important patron and
the possibility of difficulties in his relations with Yuishu have led some
scholars to speculate that Annen may have retreated to the provinces to prac
tice religious austerities around 890，but no convincing evidence for this view
exists (Terada 1936, pp. 176-78). Although Armen’s dates have been ex
tensively discussed by Japanese scholars, no consensus on the year of Annen’s death has emerged.
According to later sources, Annen entered a cave to meditate indefinitely
in 915，a tradition which obviously is patterned after similar stories about
Kukai entering a cave to meditate until Maitreya’s appearance on earth; how
ever, sources differ about the cave in which Annen is said to be meditating.43
43
Annen’s traditional date of death as 915 is based on a work by the Tokugawa period
scholar Keiko (1740-1795). For the legends about Annen’s meditation in a cave, see Tendai
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Annen’s trenchant criticisms of Kiikai’s Shingon School also led to the devel
opment of legends that Annen was punished by being so impoverished and
hungry that he ate dirt and starved to death in front of the gates of T5-ji 東寺，
the headquarters of the Shingon School. According to other legends, Annen
was impoverished and those who supported him, whether laymen or monks,
were said to have been reduced to poverty. Legends that Annen was a violent
monk probably arose from similar sources and were partially based on Annen，
s permissive attitude towards violations of the precepts (Keiran shuydshu,
Sangoku denki, NS 1/1:334-39).
Annen seems to have had relatively few noteworthy disciples, probably
because he either died at a comparatively young age or because he went into
retirement after Henjo's death. Those monks who are associated with him in
biographies or lineages almost all received much of their training with other
teachers. Thus Annen was not a major teacher like Ennin and Enchin.
Several of the monks who received advanced Esoteric initiations from Annen
deserve mention. Genjo had served as a minister at court, but decided to be
come a monk when the retired Emperor Seiwa (850-880; r. 858-876)
received the tonsure in 879. Genjo received the kongokai (Diamond-realm)
advanced initiation from Shuei, who had practiced under both Tendai and
Shingon monks, and studied the Esoteric Sanskritic syllabary (shittan) under
ShDei’s disciple Zennen禅然 at the Zenrin-ji 禅林寺 monastery. Later, he
studied and received a variety of Esoteric initiations under Annen, but when
Annen died before he could issue the certificate stating that Genjo had
received the initiations, Genjo had to complete his studies under Saien. An
nen also taught Daie 大慧 about whom little is known other than that he
taught Miyoshi Kiyoyuki’s ニ 善 清 行 (847-918) son. Another disciple, Son’i
尊意（
866_940) went on to serve as the thirteenth Tendai zasu for fourteen
years (Oyama 1979,1，
p. 515; Hashimoto 1918, 4/11，
p. 45-48)
Conclusion
Despite Annen’s importance in the Japanese Tendai tradition, very little is
known about his personal life, rendering it impossible to determine the extent
to wmch Annen observed the precepts and making it difficult to ascertain the
key influences which led him to argue for a more permissive interpretation of
the precepts. However, by focussing on several of the teachers who in
fluenced his thinking around 882 when he wrote his major work on the
precepts, two of the significant factors which affected his position on
monastic discipline can be determined: the increasing activity of nobles in
Tendai Buddmsm and the growing importance of Esoteric Buddhism within
the Tendai School.
kahyd^ BZ (Suzuki ed.) 41:380c-381a and Shimizutani 1972, pp. 237-41.
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During Saich6’s lifetime (767-822), nobles had been important patrons
for the Tended School and had played key roles in SaichG’s struggle to estab
lish the school. However, nobles did not become monks and did not directly
influence the daily lives of Tendai monks very much, although Tendai monks
were required to read certain sutras for the protection of the nation. Saucho
founded his temple on Mount Hiei primarily as a retreat for meditation and
religious practice.
In the years following Saicli6，
s death, Tendai monks came to have closer
relations to the court. Increases in the number of yearly ordinands, the ex
pansion of Tended influence into the capital and the provinces, the dispatch of
Tendai monks to China to study Esoteric Buddhism, and the construction of
additional buildings on Mount Hiei were all dependent on the good will of
the court and nobles. The Tendai School gradually devoted more and more
of its efforts to catering to the needs of nobles. Moreover, by the middle of
the tenth century, nobles had begun to receive ordinations, become Tendai
monks, and influence the Tendai School from within.
At least two of Annen’s most important teachers, Tankei and Henj5, were
active at court. Henj5’s career demonstrated the possibilities which were
open to the sons of nobles if they chose to become monks. Nobles, instead of
remaining content to be patrons of Buddhism, could be ordained and live
aesthetic and fulfilling lives as monks. Moreover, if they had talent and were
willing to practice assiduously, they might rise to the top of the monastic
world just as HenjQ had done despite being ordained at a late age. By the late
ninth century, when the Fujiwara clan had increasingly come to dominate
government and careers in the court were often closed to nobles from other
families, monastic careers began to attract nobles. Elements of the life style
of nobles were gradually introduced into the monasteries. Henjo, for exam
ple, lived in Kyoto at a former detached palace which had been used by two
emperors, wrote waka, and was active in administrative and political affairs.
In many ways, his life style was probably not too different from his earlier life
as a layman, particularly if the stories about his amorous affairs have any
basis. Henj5’s sons also wrote waka and attained high administrative posts in
the Sogo (Office of Monastic Affairs), suggesting that Henjo believed that
monastic careers offered good opportunities to his descendants. Tendai
School training was gradually evolving in a direction which would take it far
from Saicho^ dream of a strict regimen of twelve years of strenuous training
in which young monks did not venture outside of the boundaries of the
Tendai monastery on Hiei.
Annen’s attitude toward the precepts was certainly influenced by these
changes in the personnel of monasteries, particularly at Gangyo-ji. Many of
the precepts were not being observed. Rather than requiring monks to ad
here to a strict set of rules, Annen argued that it was important to consider
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the attitudes behind their activities. If their actions were motivated by such
concerns as compassion for sentient beings, then violations of the precepts
could be tolerated.
The growing importance of Esoteric Buddhism within the Tendai School
is the second factor in Annen’s permissive attitude toward the precepts which
is evident from his biography. Annen is usually considered the great systematizer of Tendai Esoteric Buddhist doctrine. Although Tendai Esoteric ritual
continued to develop after his death, Tendai Esoteric doctrine reached its
culmination with Annen. The biographies of Annen and his teachers clearly
reveal the fascination which Esoteric Buddhism held for Tendai monks in the
late ninth century. Although Tendai exoteric doctrine was still studied, it
clearly did not attract as much interest as Esoteric Buddhism. Both on Mount
Hiei and at Henj5，
s Gangyo-ji, the numbers of yearly ordinands studying
Esoteric Buddhism were greater than those studying Tendai texts such as the
Mo-ho chih-kuan.
In contrast, Saicho had been more successful teaching Tendai than
Esoteric Buddhism. Although he had argued that Tendai and Esoteric
Buddhism had the same purport and were both One-vehicle teachings, he
himself had never mastered Esoteric teachings and practice. For Saicho,
monastic discipline provided the basis for Tendai meditation. However, as
Esoteric Buddhist doctrine and practice came to assume the preeminent
position in the Tendai School, the role of the precepts needed to be
redefined. Questions arose concerning the relative value of the monastic dis
cipline defined in exoteric sutras as compared to the practices described in
Esoteric texts. The impressive Esoteric rituals with their promises of both
this-worldly benefits and “Buddhahood in this very existence” {sokushin
jobutsu 艮[)身成イム) did not necessarily require either long years of practice
on Mount Hiei or strict observance of the precepts. Thus, Tankei had con
tinued to be a respected teacher of Esoteric Buddhism even after he was
defrocked for violating the precepts on sexual intercourse. Henjo had
shortened the number of years which young monks were to remain within the
monastery from twelve on Mount Hiei to six for Gangyo-ji. The full implica
tions of Esoteric Buddhism for monastic discipline had not been considered
by earlier Tendai Esoteric masters such as Ennin and Enchin. Annen was the
first monk to interpret the precepts in the light of the growing importance of
Esoteric Buddhism within the Tendai School.
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